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Creation of maximally entangled photon-number states using optical fiber multiports
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We theoretically demonstrate a method for producing the maximally path-entangled state (1/A2)(uN,0&
1exp@iNf#u0,N&) using intensity-symmetric multiport beam splitters, single photon inputs, and either photon-
counting postselection or conditional measurement. The use of postselection enables successful implementa-
tion with non-unit efficiency detectors. We also demonstrate how to make the same state more conveniently by
replacing one of the single photon inputs by a coherent state.
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There is great interest in the development of a range
nonclassical optical states for quantum technology appl
tions @1#, including applications in quantum computing@2#;
quantum cryptography@3#; quantum metrology and lithogra
phy @4–10#; and quantum imaging@11#. A development of
particular interest is the ‘‘quantum Rosetta stone’’@4#, which
elucidates the isomorphism between Mach-Zehnder inter
ometers~MZIs!, Ramsey spectroscopy, and quantum ph
gates. It has been shown theoretically that a MZI produ
interferometric fringes with a periodl/N when employed
with a maximally path-entangledN-photon state,

uc&NOON5
1

A2
~ uN,0&1eiNfu0,N&), ~1!

within the interferometer, where the ordered pair in the k
represents the photon number in each of the two interfer
eter arms. The period is therefore 1/N times smaller than tha
for a MZI employed with a coherent state or single phot
input of wavelengthl @7#. This has been experimentall
verified for N52 @5#, and an equivalent result obtained
Ramsey spectroscopy@12#. These reduced-period fringes ca
be used to measure a phase shift in one arm of the inte
ometer with a phase uncertaintyDf51/N at the Heisenberg
limit for all N andf @7#. The same quantum stateuc&NOON
has been suggested for use in generating spatial interfero
ric fringes with a periodN times smaller than single photo
fringes, with potential application to beating the diffractio
limit in lithography @9#. The reduced period of a spatial in
terference pattern has been demonstrated for the caseN52
@10#. There is significant interest in the extension of the
techniques to largerN, and there exist a number of proposa
for achieving this, each of which is experimentally intensi
@13–16#.

In this paper, we theoretically demonstrate a method
producing the quantum stateuc&NOON, for generalN, by
means of a 2N-port (N inputs,N outputs! beam splitter@17–
19# with symmetric splitting ratios, and photon counting. T
technique we present is less intensive, in that it uses a si
beam-splitting device instead of a cascaded array of be
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splitter and measurement stages, and there is corresp
ingly a significant reduction in the number of optical el
ments required. Further, it has the advantage of opera
successfully with non-unit efficiency detectors because
employs postselection. An intensity-symmetric 2N-port
beamsplitter is readily implemented in practice with aN
3N fiber coupler, which are available commercially for va
ous values ofN up to N532. A further development is the
simplification of input state preparation by replacing one
the single photon inputs with a coherent state.

The 2N-port itself is represented in Fig. 1~a!, where it is
employed withN-single-photon inputs. The input state ca
be written as

uc&A5F )
k50

N21

âk
†G u00 , . . . ,0N21&A . ~2!
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FIG. 1. ~a! Conceptual diagram of 2N-port intensity-symmetric
beam splitter, with input and output modes labeled.~b! Mach-
Zehnder interferometer, for measuring phase shiftf, created with a
2N-port splitter and a 50/50 beam splitter. Postselection occ
when the two detectors count a total ofN photons between outpu
modes 0 and 1. The postselection guarantees that the state at B
the maximally numbered entangled state, and fringes with a pe
1/N times the single-photon wavelength are observed inN-photon
coincidence.
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To obtain the output state, we act on the input state with
2N-port transformation operator, and use its unitarity and
time reversal symmetry of the network to write

uc&B5Û2Nuc&A

5Û2NF )
k50

N21

âk
†G u00 , . . . ,0N21&A

5Û2NF )
k50

N21

âk
†G Û2N

† Û2Nu00 , . . . ,0N21&A

5F )
k50

N21

âk
†~ b̂0

† , . . . ,b̂N21
† !G u00 , . . . ,0N21&B , ~3!

whereâk
†(b̂0

† , . . . ,b̂N21
† ), abbreviatedâk

†(b̂†) henceforth, is
the input operator for thekth mode written in terms of the
output operatorsb̂m

† . In the case of thecanonical2N-port,

b̂k
† are related to the input bosonic mode operatorsâk

† by the
matrix equation

ã̂†~ b̂†!5M2N,can
† b̃̂†, ~4!

where the canonical 2N-port matrix elements are given b
the discrete Fourier transform@18#,

M2N,can
(k11,l 11)5

1

AN
e2p ikl /N, ~5!

and k and l vary between 0 andN21. As an example, the
canonical 6-port matrix is

M6,can5
1

A3 S 1 1 1

1 e2p i /3 e4p i /3

1 e4p i /3 e2p i /3
D , ~6!

and the output state, with single photon inputs, is

uc3&B5
1

3A3
~ b̂0

†31b̂1
†31b̂2

†323b̂0
†b̂1

†b̂2
†!u0,0,0&

5
A2

3
~ u3,0,0&1u0,3,0&1u0,0,3&)2

1

A3
u1,1,1&.

~7!

This state is itself highly entangled. It is also of a form tha
somewhat suggestive of theuc&NOON state. In general, to
obtain theuc&NOON state from that of Eq.~3!, we invoke
postselection using number-resolving photon counters@20#,
as shown in Fig. 1~b!. The postselection occurs when th
counters together count a total ofN photons simultaneously
Due to the requirement to have a total ofN photons in output
modes 0 and 1, the only terms retained in the expansio
Eq. ~3! are those with operator products of the for
b̂0

†N2kb̂1
†k , with 0<k<N. It is important to note that the

counting ofN photons must occur after the final beamsplitt
05231
e
e

of
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otherwise the statesuN,0& and u0,N& are distinguishable, be
cause the ‘‘which-path’’ information is accessible. In pri
ciple, it is possible to replace the MZI with other expe
ments that utilizeuc&NOON, as long as the path information i
not accessible.

The postselection, performed as shown in Fig. 1~b!, en-
sures that we know with certainty that whenever the det
tors count a total ofN photons in modesc0 andc1, there are
no photons in modesc2 , . . . ,cN21 and the state atB, the
output of the 2N-port itself, is known to have been

uc&B
PS5uc01&B

PS
^ u02 , . . . ,0N21&u

uc01&B
PS5K N2N/2F )

m50

N21

~ b̂0
†1e2p im/Nb̂1

†!G u00,01&

5K N2N/2@ b̂0
†N2~21!Nb̂1

†N#u00,01&

5KA~N! !N2N/2@ uN,0&2~21!Nu0,N&], ~8!

since the coefficients of the cross terms betweenb̂0
† and b̂1

†

vanish, as proved in the Appendix. The postselection ens
that this technique works, even with non-unit efficien
number resolving counters, since at mostN counts are pos-
sible, and all counts less thanN are rejected. The stateuc&B

PS

is normalized by the coefficientK5NN/2/((N!) 1/2A2), and
using Stirling’s approximation in the case of largeN yields
1/K'ApNe2N. The latter gives the scaling law for the pro
duction of the maximally path-entangledN-photon state us-
ing our method. This exponential scaling law is similar to t
scaling laws for other proposed methods@13–15# of gener-
ating the stateuc&NOON.

Our technique can also be employed to prepareuc&NOON
conditionally using projective measurement as opposed
postselection. The condition ofN photons in the output
modes b0 ,b1 of the multiport is enforced by measurin
vacuum on each of the modesb2 , . . . ,bN21, instead of
counting photons at the output of the MZI. Conditioning o
the measurement of zero photons has the obvious disad
tage of requiring unit efficiency detectors, but with the a
vantage of removing the destructive measurement on mo
0 and 1.

The non-postselected output state of the complete M
can be calculated using the time-reversed creation opera
as before,

uc&C5F )
k50

N21

âk
†~ ĉ0

† , . . . ,ĉN21
† !G u00 , . . . ,0N21&, ~9!

but now the unitary operator is the transfer operator for
entire system, represented by theN3N matrix
M2N,can

† F†M4,ex
† , composed of the transfer matricies of th

different elements of the optical network. The matrixF rep-
resents the phase shiftf in Fig. 1~b! and is the identity
except for the first diagonal element which iseif. The matrix
M4,ex represents the final beamsplitter in the MZI and is t
identity except for the four elements in the top left corn
5-2
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which are the matrix elements for the canonical 4-port, as
Eq. ~5!. Using the same proof as before, the~unnormalized!
postselected state is

uc&C
PS5$e2 iNf~ ĉ0

†1 ĉ1
†!N2~21!N~ ĉ0

†2 ĉ1
†!N%u0,0&.

~10!

The form of this state agrees with the output state predic
for a Ramsey spectrometer or MZI employed with the st
uc&noon @7#. Following Bollinger et al. @7#, the phase mea
surement is made by measuring the parity of the count in
second detector (21)Nc1 which are the eigenvalues of th
observableÔ:

Ô~ â0
†6â1

†!Nu0,0&5~ â0
†7â1

†!Nu0,0&, ~11!

and which is equivalent to applying the Paulisz operator to
each of theN photons. The expectation value ofÔ is then

^Ô&C
PS5(21)Ncos(Nf). Clearly the period of the interfer

ence is reduced by a factor of 1/N over single photon inter-
ferometric measurement of a phase shiftf, as expected for
the maximally path-entangled state. It is straightforward
calculate the variance and deduce that the phase uncert
is 1/N @7#, which is at the Heisenberg limit for the sube
semble of postselected events.

We now consider the application of the multiport fib
beamsplitter in the case where one input state is replace
a coherent state. Using a modified version of Eq.~3! with
one Fock state replaced by a displacement operator, the
put state of the 2N-port at pointB, in the absence of postse
lection, is

uca&B5D̂0~a/AN!F )
m51

N21 S D̂m~a/AN!

3 (
p50

N21

b̂p
†e2p imp/ND G•u00 , . . . ,0N21&B , ~12!

whereD̂k(a) is the coherent displacement operator acting
modek. Postselection by countingN photons in the first two
output modes, as before, produces the stateuc&NOON in the
limit of small a, i.e., wherea2 is much smaller than all the
other photon input rates in the system. To see this, obs
that the Fock inputs can at most contributeN21 photons to
the first two outputs. In general, theN21 single-photon in-
puts contributeN212q ~with 0<q<N21) photons to the
first two output modes, andq photons distributed somehow
amongst the other output modes. The coherent state i
will be required to contributeq11 photons to the first two
output modes to make a total ofN photons in those modes
and trigger the postselection. The largest amplitude term~s!
of the state withN photons in the first two modes goes
aq11. In the smalla limit, we discard terms withq.0 and
the product of coherent state operators in Eq.~12! becomes

)
m50

N21

D̂m'
a

AN
~ b̂0

†1b̂1
†!. ~13!
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The other terms of ordera, i.e.,a b̂p
† (1,p<N21) are lost

in the postselection because they do not contribute any p
tons to the first two output modes. With the approximati
~13!, Eq. ~12! collapses to Eq.~8! and the maximally en-
tangled state is obtained.

There exists anexactmethod~that does not constraina)
for realizing this same transformationu1,1, . . . ,a&
→uc&NOON, involving the use of photodetectors on all oth
outputs of the network of Fig. 1~b!, as well as the first two.
When each of the detectors on output ports 2 toN21 regis-
ters no count, simultaneous with the usual counting ofN
photons in the first two output modes, the approximate re
tion ~13! becomes exact. This is because all terms of orde
or higher ina create at least one photon in an output mo
other than 0 or 1, and so are postselected away.

An interesting research problem is the replacement
more than oneof the Fock state inputs with coherent state
This is potentially a rich field of investigation, because
many potential phase and amplitude relationships that co
be chosen between coherent input states. An open questi
the effect of non-unit efficiency number resolving detecto
when employing our technique with one or more coher
states, as possibility of having more thanN photons in the
system potentially alters the postselection reliability. A sta
ing point for such a study would be the detection model
Ref. @21#.

There are various important considerations for the pra
cal application of the postselected 2N-port scheme we have
presented. The first is that it can be built forN<4 with
current technology. Down conversion sources capable of p
ducing four single photons are becoming common and p
duction rates are increasing@22#; number counting photon
detectors are also becoming available@20#. For smallN, it is
practical to replace the number-resolving detectors w
beamsplitters and ordinary nonresolving photon count
with slightly reduced overall probability of a postselectio
count. TakingN53, for example, the number-counting d
tectors can be replaced with a nonresolving detector on
put 0 and a 50/50 beamsplitter followed by two such det
tors on output 1. The postselection occurs on a tri
coincidence, and from Eq.~10! it follows that the probability
of such a detection still varies withf as cos(Nf).

We have already mentioned the commercial availability
8-port and higher fibre splitters. This, however, leads to
important consideration. ForN>4, the general 2N-port de-
vice is not necessarily described by the canonical multip
matrix, Eq. ~4! @18,23#. For N<3, the conservation of en
ergy requirement defines the 2N-port matrix to within exter-
nal phases on the input and outputs, i.e., the canonical m
entirely represents the physics forN<3 @18#. However,
when N>4, there exist free internal phases independen
the conservation of energy. These free phases lead to
stantive changes in the 2N-port matrix. As an example, the
matrix for N54, with free internal phaseu, can be written:

M8,u5
1

2 S 1 1 1 1

1 eiu 21 2eiu

1 21 1 21

1 2eiu 21 eiu

D , ~14!
5-3
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which reduces to the canonical case, Eq.~5!, whenu5p/2.
The existence of these free internal phases forN>4 provides
an extra degree of freedom for making a wide range of n
classical states using multiport beamsplitters with single p
ton and coherent state inputs. An open experimental ques
is how close the transfer matricies of fused fiber multipo
come to the canonical matrix, and whether production can
tuned to obtain the canonical case.

Finally, there exists significant freedom to explore oth
interesting nonclassical states that may be produced by t
niques similar to the protocol we have presented. We h
already mentioned varying the internal phases of the 2N-port
device, as well as the use of more than one coherent s
input, but one can also modify the output network, the po
selection protocol, or the input states@24#. An instance of the
latter is usingn.1 Fock states. For example, if the inp
state of an 8-port is set touc&A5u2,2,1,1&, and single pho-
tons are detected in theb0 andb2 modes, then in the mode
b1 and b3 the state isexactly the NOON state,uc&B5u4,0&
1u0,4&, without the need for postselection or zero phot
detections. This success probability of this configuration
3/64, the same as the more complicated circuit in Ref.@14#.

In conclusion, we have theoretically demonstrated a te
nique for producing maximally entangled photon-numb
states using 2N-port fiber splitters, photon-counting posts
lection or conditional measurement, and Fock-state inp
We have also shown that it is possible to replace one of
inputs with a coherent state and achieve the same maxim
entangled state. This technique allows a highly nonlin
state transformation to be realized experimentally with
simple optical circuit.

Note added.Recently we became aware of an indepe
dent proposal for implementing phase measurements
nonlinear gates using multiport devices and postselec
@25#.
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APPENDIX

We prove the result in Eq.~8!, with complex numbersb,
g replacingb̂0

† , b̂1
† , since the latter commute.

)
k50

N21

~b1e2p ik/Ng!5bN2~21!NgN ~A1!

Proof. Define the set of numberslk5b1e2p ik/Ng. These
numbers are the roots of

~b2lk!
N2~21!NgN50 ~A2!

which is in fact the characteristic equation for the matrix

M5S b g 0 . . . 0

0 b g . . . 0

A A

g 0 . . . 0 b

D ~A3!

Thus we see that the left-hand side of Eq.~A1! is in fact the
product of the eigenvalues forM, in other words it is the
determinant ofM. The determinant ofM is simply the left-
hand side of the characteristic equation, Eq.~A2!, with l
50. Thus Eq.~A1! follows.
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